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developed their sea-power in the seventh century. When
Constans II reorganized the fleet and left Constantinople for
Sicily (a.d. 662), his aim, as Bury suggested, must have been
from a western base to safeguard North Africa and Sicily
from the Arabs in order to prevent the encirclement of the
Empire: 'If the Saracens won a footing in these lands Greece
was exposed, the gates of the Hadriatic were open, Dalmatia
and the Exarchate were at their mercy' (Bury). But Con-
stans died, his successors kept the imperial navy in the
eastern Mediterranean, and the Saracen fleet drove the
Romans out of Carthage. North Africa was lost.
When the Caliphate was removed from Syria to Mesopo-
tamia Constantinople was released from any serious menace
from the sea; the navies of Egypt and Syria were in decline,
and in consequence the Byzantine navy was neglected.
Under the Macedonian house the East Roman fleet played
an essential part in the imperial victories, but later the
Empire made the fatal mistake of relying upon the navy of
Venice and thus lost its own control of the sea. The naval
policy of the Byzantine State did but react to external stimulus
much as the Republic of Rome had done in former centuries.
Army and fleet defended the Empire from external peril,
but the force which maintained its internal administration
was the imperial civil service. Extremely costly, highly
traditional in its methods, often corrupt, it was yet, it would
seem, in general efficient: the administrative machine worked
on by its own accumulated momentum. Under weak and
incapable rulers it could still function, while the edicts of
reforming emperors would doubtless be competently filed
and then disregarded. We possess no adequate documentary
evidence for the history of this imperial service: the historians
took it for granted, and they tend to mention it only when
some crying scandal aroused popular discontent. Yet its
activity is one of the presuppositions which rendered possible
the longevity of the Empire.
And the service of the Orthodox Church to East Rome
must never be forgotten in any estimate of the factors which
sustained the Byzantine State.
'The Latin Church', as Sir William Ramsay said in a memorable
lecture in 1908, 'never identified itself with the Empire. So far as it

